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Abstract

Huge amounts of highly relativistic plasma are emitted
into the intracluster medium (ICM) by active galac-
tic nuclei (AGN). This plasma rises buoyantly to the
fringes of the cluster. However, disruption due to hy-
drodynamical instabilities slows down the motion of
the plasma. Simultaneously radiative losses cool down
the plasma. In the very end the plasma is mixed into
the ICM. We investigate the effect of heating the ICM
using the effervescent heating model. We apply this to
a spherically symmetric cluster model with a cold core
in the center and assume a single-fluid ICM. We found
that even a small effervescent heat reduces the accre-
tion onto the core. Moreover, the mass deposition rate
may be by orders of magnitude smaller than inferred
from usual cooling-flow formula.

1 Introduction

Clusters of galaxies are formed by smooth accretion
of gas, frequent merging of smaller groups to a cluster
and less frequent mergers of clusters of similar size.
All these processes heat the ICM by generating weak
or strong shocks, which heat the ICM to its temper-
ature of 1-10 keV. However, numerical simulations
overestimate the amount of baryons which are bound
in galaxies (Balogh et al., 2001). To reduce the con-
densed baryon fraction additional heating has to be in-
troduced. Cooling-flow clusters show a temperature
decrease toward the center, which result in a cooling
times much shorter than the Hubble time (e.g., Abell
1835, Schmidt et al. (2001)). Since only little emis-
sion is found from gas with temperature lower than�������

/3 radiative losses have to be replenished by some
mechanism, see Donahue & Voit (2004) and references
therein. Several models have been proposed assuming
that the AGN provide the necessary heat. However,
the mechanism how the originally mechanical work is

transferred into the ICM is still not fully identified.
Ruszkowski et al. (2004), e.g., found that 40 percent
of the into bubbles injected energy may be dissipated
by viscous effects.

2 Effervescent heating

AGN inject a large amount of magnetized, relativistic
plasma into the ICM. This radio plasma emits mainly
synchrotron radiation. However, after a typical time
of 10

�
years the plasma has cooled radiatively such

that the remaining radio emission is difficult to detect.
The remnants of radio lobes are called ‘radio ghosts’
or ‘fossil radio plasma’. Substantial evidence for radio
ghosts has come from the detection of cavities in X-ray
surface brightness maps of clusters of galaxies.
Bubbles rise buoyantly to the periphery of the cluster.
Since the pressure � in the ICM decreases with radius
the bubbles expand as they rise out of the cluster. The
volume heating function due to 	�
�� -work is given by�������� �����������! #"!��� $� %'&)( �%'&)(*�,+ (1)

where -/. denotes the adiabatic index inside the bub-
bles (Ruszkowski & Begelman , 2002). Assuming that
all this work is transferred into heat and time between
two AGN outbursts is short compared to the cooling
time in the ICM an average heating function can be
introduced. Moreover, bubbles are likely disrupted by
Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. An estimate for the life-
time of a bubble may be provided by the growth time02143 � 
 � of the largest mode possible (Soker et al., 2002)

0 143 � 
 ��5 $76�8:9�;=< %�> $2?A@�B�CD > $2?FEGC2HJI �LK + (2)

where 
 denotes the size of the bubble. Since the rise
velocity M4N7O�P!Q and the life-time scale with the size of
the bubbles, the fragments obtained after splitting a
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Figure 1: Radial profiles after R 6 Gyr evolution. Black lines in the left, center and right panels show the pressure, temper-
ature and hydrogen number density as a function of radius. On the left in red the cooling time in units of the Hubble time
is shown. In the center panel you see the radiative cooling (red) and heating profiles: green shows the effervescent heating.
Blue shows the heating and cyan the cooling caused by thermal conduction. After about 3.6 Gyr the central region collapses
and forms the cold core. Note, we set a minimum temperature of 5 S 10 T K.

bubble virtually stop in th ICM. Estimating the radius
at which this occur we found that most fragments will
be deposited at a distance

�VU ��WX�
of a few hundred kpc

from the center. As a result the effervescent heating
rate will be reduced in the periphery of the cluster.
Thus, the volume heating rate is effectively cut-off. We
approximate this by the factor$���ZY[� ��\^]X_a` � Kcb7d B�e�f ����>=�GU ��WX� �hg + (3)

where
� ��\i]#_j`

denotes the radius at which the bubbles are
injected.

3 Self-regulating feedback

In spherically symmetric model we study how the
AGN feedback may help to suppress the cooling catas-
trophe of a cluster. We start from an almost constant
temperature profile an consider first only the radiative
cooling. The radial profiles are evolved by calculating
at each time the change of entropy and by determining
the new profiles assuming that the pressure at

� Klklk is
constant (Roychowdhury et al., 2004). After the cen-
tral cooling time a cold core forms for which we set
a minimum temperature. Now we relate the volume
heating function to mass accretion onto the core. We
assume that the total luminosity m _on is proportional to

the mass accretion onto the core with an efficiency p .
See details in a forthcoming paper Hoeft & Brüggen
(2004). This results in a self-regulating system. If the
efficiency is sufficiently high, the heating reduces or
even switch off the accretion.

We also take into account the effect of heat conduction.
We assume that the conductivity is in the range 0.1 -
0.3 times the Spitzer conductivity.

Figure 1 shows various profiles after some time of
feedback. A cluster with virial mass of 6 q 10 �ar�s[t
is modeled. The dark matter distribution is assumed to
obey a NFW-profile with concentration 4.0. The radial
distribution of effervescent heating comes close to the
radiative losses and almost replenishes them. In this
way a cluster reaches a quasi-stationary state, i.e., the
accretion is small and radiative losses are balanced, see
Fig. 2. However, even a lower efficiency and in result
a lower effervescent heating also stabilizes the cluster
over several Gyr. Thus, a wide range of efficiencies p
would result in a quasi-stable solution. In effect this
regulates rather the accretion onto the core, than the
effervescent luminosity.
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4 Accretion versus cooling flow

From X-ray observations the mass deposition rate is
typically inferred byu8 ` P�Plv �xw P!y{z}|~����:���� ����� � �i�����h� + (4)

where
� �

is the cooling radius at which the cooling time
equals the Hubble time. The value obtained from Eq.
(4) exceeds always by far the accretion rate determined
by our model. The accretion is in the range of 1 to 100s t yr ��� , depending on the efficiency. In the case of
the higher values the heating is almost without effect.
On the other hand the derived value for the cooling-
flow

u8 ` P�Plv �xw Pjy is only slightly altered by the heating,
since predominantly regions about 100 kpc contribute
to

u8 ` P�Plv �xw Pjy . This shows that, if the cooling of the
cluster proceeds with a single-fluid, the radiative losses
of the entire volume has to be at least partially replen-
ished to avoid a global cooling of the cluster. But only
in the central, i.e., less than 10 kpc, region gas may
drop below temperatures about 10

E
K. Feedback in this

central regions regulates the accretion onto the core.

It is also worth to note, that this self-regulating heat-
ing mechanism keeps the temperature profile decreas-
ing toward the center, in accordance with the observa-
tions. Raising the temperature in central regions sig-
nificantly would immediately switch off the accretion
and consequently also the heating.

5 Conclusion

The huge radio lobes inflated by AGN cool by syn-
chrotron radiation and form cocoons of fossil radio
plasma. This bubbles rise buoyantly through the ICM.
Assuming that the mechanical work released when the
bubbles rise is transferred locally into heat, motivates
the effervescent heating model. We apply the result-
ing heating function to a spherically symmetric cluster
model. We assume that a cold core forms in the cen-
ter of the cluster and cooling results in an increase of
this core. This corresponds to a single-phase ICM, and
no cold gas is formed further away from the core. We
assume that the effervescent luminosity is proportional
to the mass accretion onto the core.
This results in a self-regulation system: changing the
efficiency, i.e., how much heat is released per accreted
mass, mainly alters the accretion rate onto the core.
The rate increases until locally, i.e., around the core,
the gas is heated sufficiently to suppress the accretion.
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Figure 2: The effervescent luminosity as a function of time.
We vary the efficiency from 0.03 to 3 S 10 �iT erg s ��� / 30�:�

yr �x� . The curves indicate that if a luminosity of ������ 4 S 10 �^T erg s ��� is reached the accretion is strongly sup-
pressed.

Thus, with time heating and radiative cooling come al-
most in balance over the entire cluster.

The accretion rate is much smaller than the mass de-
position rate inferred from Eq. (4). This is also true
for if the feedback is very inefficient. Thus in a single-
medium ICM the cooling flow always over-estimates
the accretion onto a cold core.
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